Evaluate: Standardized Test Preparation
Living and Nonliving Module

1. Think about the boy’s hints from Elaborate: “Show and Tell.”
   Identify which hint below describes a **characteristic** of a living thing.
   a. It has to climb and stomp around down there.
   b. It is purple and green, not pink and fair.
   c. It has to have food, water, shelter, and air.
   d. It is made out of wood, metal, and air.

2. In the Elaborate: “Show and Tell,” hint number four is “The babies grow up to look like their mother and dad.”
   What is another word that means **babies**?
   a. parents
   b. shelter
   c. needs
   d. offspring

3. In the Elaborate: “Show and Tell,” the boy describes the needs of the thing that he brings.
   What is the **opposite** of needs?
   a. foods
   b. wants
   c. wares
   d. dreams

4. In the Engage “Checklist,” you identified living things by their characteristics.
   Which statement below is **NOT** a characteristic of living things?
   a. reproduces to make young
   b. sways in the wind
   c. responds to changes around it
   d. made up of different parts
5 In the Elaborate: “Memory Match,” you matched animals and plants to their offspring.

Which offspring would you match to a seed?
- a. kitten
- b. dog
- c. lizard
- d. sunflower

6 In the “Investigate” activity, you observed how animals and plants respond to changes in their environment.

How did the animals that were out in the daytime respond to the nighttime?
- a. They were jumping up and down.
- b. They were resting in their shelters.
- c. They turned color so they could hide.
- d. They bloomed.

7 In the “Take a Note” activity, you wrote a summary of what you know about living things.

Choose a word below to fill in the blank. A summary is a ________ explanation.
- a. short
- b. long
- c. quirky
- d. mean

8 In the Engage, you watched Carl and his mom race to get the things that their pet fish needs.

Which object below describes a want and not a need?
- a. water
- b. food
- c. shelter
- d. toy
Answer Key
1. c
2. d
3. b
4. b
5. d
6. b
7. a
8. d